
DICKEY-john Announces the Economical,
Flexible IntelliAg® MVT Control System

AUBURN, IL, USA, February 12, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/

-- DICKEY-john is pleased to extend its line of OEM-

preferred implement control systems with the new

DICKEY-john IntelliAg® MVT control system, designed for

flexibility and easy integration.

DICKEY-john Corporation, the worldwide leader in

precision electronics for agricultural, offers the IntelliAg®

MVT Control System, an economical implement control

system built upon the OEM-preferred IntelliAg AI Control

System. The IntelliAg MVT Control System offers flexibility

for multiple configurations, immediate integration and

future expansion.   

The IntelliAg MVT is a two-channel control system for row

crop planters which allows for application of 2 separate products or sections of the planter, while

simultaneously monitoring up to 102 seed sensors for individual row performance and

population. In addition, the system offers optional manual individual row section control. The

IntelliAg MVT can also be used as a planter population monitor only or as an air seeder

The IntelliAg MVT makes the

planting operation easy by

eliminating the need for GPS

receivers and variable rate

application maps. Just turn

the system on and plant the

field.”

Pat Fuchs

monitor.

The monitor’s high definition, 4.3-inch display and

combination of keys and rotary dial also make the IntelliAg

MVT easy to setup and operate. In-cab operations include

programming, material selection, rate change and optional

row on/off control. Several seed monitor views are also

available, such as seed multiples, population, seed skips,

area and much more.

“The IntelliAg MVT offers an easy to use seeding control

system for use on row crop planters which maintains an accurate application of seeds per acre,

while monitoring the population and spacing quality” states Pat Fuchs, DICKEY-john Product

Manager. “The IntelliAg MVT makes the planting operation easy by eliminating the need for GPS

receivers and variable rate application maps. Just turn the system on and plant the field”
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To learn more about the DICKEY-john IntelliAg MVT Control System, please visit www.dickey-

john.com/product/intelliag-mvt/. 

About DICKEY-john Corporation

DICKEY-john Corporation is a privately-held division of TSI. Since 1966, DICKEY-john, based in

Auburn, IL, has designed, manufactured, marketed, and supported products used in the

agricultural and public works industries.  Key products include sensors, monitors, and control

systems for farming tractors and implements, city/state snow and ice control vehicles, and

analytical instrumentation for grain moisture and constituent testing for global customers. 

For more information on DICKEY-john Corporation, visit our website: www.dickey-john.com.
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